
First of all, we would like to thank two referees for the thorough reviews of our manuscript. We followed 

every suggestions and think that the manuscript has improved considerably. 

In the following, we respond to the referee’s specific remarks. Remarks are shown in blue and our 

response in black. 

Section numbers used in our response refer to the revised manuscript. 

Review #1 (M. Baird): 

Major comments. 

1. The authors are occasionally loose with the use of CDOM vs. CDOM absorption and this becomes 

confusing. For example, p2 L17 is CDOM absorption; L26 ‘amount of CDOM’. Is this a load, concentration, 

rate of absorption? 

We went through the manuscript (MS) and clarification whether CDOM concentration/content or CDOM 

absorption is meant. We also clarified in the model section (2.1.3) that we consider CDOM as a 

substance in the water with different properties. One of these properties is light absorption.  

2. While it is not entirely clear, the authors appear to attribute the improvement of their CDOM equation 

compared to the salinity relationship to the inclusion of nonconservative behaviour CDOM. Instead, I 

suspect the majority of the improvement is due to the use of the 65 stations to better set the inflow 

concentrations of CDOM. If they run a simulation with the non-conservative terms set to zero they would 

be able to quantitatively compare the importance of one over the other. The comparison should also 

include a complete description of the salinity-CDOM absorption parameterization so that we understand 

the comparison. For researchers such as myself considering both options in a coastal model, this would 

double the value of the paper. 

We are sorry that the message is not obvious enough from the MS. Of course, the improvement could be 

achieved only due to high quality forcing data from EO methods. We made this statement more 

pronounced in the abstract. The diversity of riverine CDOM is also obvious from the new Fig. 4. 

We performed an additional simulation with photobleaching switched off as suggested by referee #1. 

Results are shown in appendix 1. In appendix 1, we also provide the salt-CDOM absorption relation from 

Neumann, 2015. This relation is hyperbolic and therefore implicitly accounts for degradation. 

3. The authors use a neural network to determine the CDOM component of absorption at 440 nm at 65 

sites. This is a key innovation. They then undertake a convoluted set of calculations, including choosing an 

arbitrary 75th percentile value, in order to turn the satellite-determined absorption into a CDOM 

concentration which is then multiplied by kcdom in Eq. 5 to obtain the component of vertical attenuation 

due to absorption CDOM. Is this complicated pathway even necessary? Absorption is inherently additive. 

Furthermore, the degradation rate is proportional to concentration, which is itself proportional to 

absorption. So, could you not simply have a model tracer CDOM absorption at 440, and applying the 

mixing and non-conservative terms to this tracer? 



The referee is right; the model would be simpler just by considering CDOM absorption only. However, as 

outlined in our response to comment #1, we want to have CDOM as a “substance”, eventually subject to 

further biogeochemical processes in the model. We clarified it in the MS. 

4. I presume the use of the 75th percentile is about trying to determine the CDOM absorption in the 

freshwater end member. Given that there is a hydrodynamic model, the authors could use salinity in the 

hydrodynamic model to determine the unique freshwater endmember for each of the 65 sites? I know 

you started with the feeling that salinity vs CDOM doesn’t work, but I think this is because the Baltic has 

65 different freshwater end members. 

Yes, the 75th percentile is assumed to represent the freshwater portion of the river water before it is 

mixed with sea water. We also tested 90th percentile and then decided to proceed with 75th percentile 

in this first test to demonstrate the feasibility of the method. There is certainly more that can be done to 

finetune and streamline the process. 

The combined model/EO approach to determine the CDOM endmember for the rivers seems to us not 

straight forward and should be subject for a follow up study. One problem is the high spatial resolution 

of EO data which we cannot match with a model at the moment. Nevertheless, this high resolution in EO 

is essential to get values from the river mouths. A further problem will be that the model is not able to 

reproduce river plumes one by one. Reasons are the coarse temporal resolution of runoff available for 

most rivers. But also uncertainties in the meteorological forcing and nonlinear features like filaments 

may prevent a one by one projection of the model plume on the EO plume. The idea is brilliant, but we 

think a sound evaluation is needed and it seems to us it is beyond the scope of this study. 

5. One of the key findings is the variability in CDOM absorption at the 65 stations. Fig. 4 illustrates this, 

but much more could be shown. I suggest splitting the two panels into 2 figures, and showing the map as 

large as Fig. 1, but with the 65 sites with symbols collected by mean absorption at 440. For some 

researchers this alone would be an important result. 

Following the referees recommendation, we split Fig. 4 and replaced Fig. 4b by a new map showing EO 

based CDOM absorption in the rivers used (new Fig. 4 in the revised MS). 

Minor comments. 

Title: “Radiation model” might imply a more sophisticated, directional model of light. Perhaps “Optical 

model” is less specific? 

We followed the recommendation and changed the title accordingly. 

P1 L17 what does divergence mean in this context? 

We use absorption now. 

P2 L27 always have a space between a quantity and its units. 

Done 



P2 2nd para. Paragraph goes from discussing non-conservative behaviour (2nd sentence), conservative 

behaviour (4th) to non-conservative again (5th). I understand what you are trying to say, and of course 

the point of the paper is in part the non-conservative behaviour. Paragraph just needs a more logical 

flow. 

We re-phrased the paragraph. 

P3 EO processors – does this mean software, theory? 

It is a set of algorithms, we clarified it in the MS. 

P3 L9 water leaving reflectance is a tautology. 

We modified the sentence. 

P3 L12 coastal waters of Finland 

We modified the sentence. 

P5 L15 ‘behaves conservatively’, 

We modified the sentence. 

P5 Eq. 8. Replace ‘2’ in the equation with a parameter, the fraction of SWR in total solar radiation. 

We introduced a new parameter r. 

What is the difference between PAR(z) and I(z)?  

The referee is right, there is no difference. We substituted I(z) by PAR(z).  

Are you sure about exponential term in Eq 8.  

Yes, we think this term accounts for the light attenuation at depth z depending on model tracer 

concentrations above depth z. We made it more clearly in the text. 

The K_PAR in front of the integral doesn’t seem write.  

Thanks, it is a typo. 

For equations, paper “Edwards, A.M. and Augerâ˘ARˇMéthé, M., 2019. Some guidanceon using 

mathematical notation in ecology. Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 10(1),pp.92-99.” Is helpful. 

We are thankful for this hint and considered the recommendations. 

P5 L10 K_CDOM is a parameter, not a statistical relationship. 

Here, K_CDOM(S) is meant, we correct the MS accordingly. 

P5 L10 CDOM absorption? 



Yes, it should be absorption, corrected. 

P5 L14. Isn’t DON part of the DOM? In which case are the last two terms in Eq. 5 double counting? 

The last term in Eq. 5 (Eq. 4 in the revised manuscript) is terrestrial CDOM. It is part of a general DOM, 

but we treat it separately in the model. DON, also part of DOM, is produced in the model by 

phytoplankton and is a separate state variable as well. We think there is no double counting. The 

schematic of the biogeochemical model in the appendix may illustrate the different state variables. 

P5, 2nd last line. ‘depending on sun zenith angle, which is a function of latitude and time of day” 

We thank the referee for clarifying this statement. 

P6 L8 per m3 

Corrected. 

P6 L22 Whet is “Basis”? 

We changed it into fundamentals. 

P7 Title 3.3 Model configuration? 

Most parts of this section are now in a new section “Circulation and biogeochemical model”. The section 

“Model configuration” dose not exists anymore. 

P7 A schematic of the biogeochemical model would help here. 

A schematic is given in Appendix B. 

Fig. 3b colorbar caption should be delta a(440). 

The delta appeared much too thin in the pdf. Corrected in a revised figure version. 

P9 First paragraph – this discussion needs to be more quantitative. 

We introduced quantitative measures in this paragraph. 

  



Review #2 (S. Losa): 

General comments: 

1) An edit is required for the title (please follow recommendation of reviewer 1) 

Done, see response to review #1. 

2) In the abstract, please present more precisely the evaluation results (including comparison of “the 

traditional” approach). How exactly did the model performance with the new light attenuation 

parameterisation improve, given which particular evaluation criteria? 

We extended the abstract accordingly. 

3) Introduction should be extended more intensively by references to the state-of-the-art of the 

investigated problem and related studies (see my specific comments), which would show the present 

study in line with already existing research and would further emphasise the added value. 

We have taken this recommendation into account together with the hints from the specific comments. 

4) The manuscript could benefit from a restructuring. In particular, Part 2: I would suggest to 

introduce/organize a separate section: 2 Methods and data and started first (Section 2.1) with model 

description 

- general (MOM-ERGOM) model description 

- Radiation (optical) model development 

- Implementation in ERGOM 

followed by 

- data description (Section 2.2) including data processor etc. to prescribe required boundary conditions; 

- and further details on the experiment set up including forcing and initial conditions and further followed 

by validation/evaluation metrics (Section 2.3) 

Following the recommendations of referee #2, we restructured the sections of the manuscript. We 

introduced a section “Methods and data” with two subsections “Model development and description” 

and “CDOM boundary data”. Both subsections are further structured into subsubsections. 

5) Generally, I would also recommend elaborate a bit more on the results (however I do not list specific 

comments with respect, except for a request on quantitative estimates of the discussed correlations). 

We are more specific now, especially for quantitative estimates. 

Specific comments: 

P1. L13-16: It would be nice to support your statements by related references (sentencewise). 

We feel that the two sentences refer to quiet fundamental knowledge. A good summary is given by 

Nelsen&Siegel, 2002 which we use as a reference. 



P1. L17: Please add related references in support to the statement (“Water temperature is affected by 

CDOM absorption as well”). For instance: Hill, 2008; Kim et al, 2015; Kim et al., 2018; Gnanadesikan et 

al., 2019, Soppa et al., 2019, Pefanis et al. 2020. 

We are very grateful for the comprehensive support by referee #2 and recognized the relevant literature. 

L19: Provide related references 

We added a related reference. 

P2. L2: Even for open ocean several studies showed a better representation of the light path when 

explicitly accounting for light absorption by chlorophyll and CDOM (Kim et al. 2015, Kim et. 2016, 

Groeskamp&Iudicone, 2018, Pefanis et al., 2020). Nevertheless, I agree that for coastal ecosystem it is 

extremely crucial (Cahill et al. 2008; Jolliff&Smith, 2014; Juhls et al. 2020). 

We added a related reference which highlights the impact of river plumes. 

P2. L3: I would suggest “parameterisation of light (penetration)” instead of “parametrization of model” 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P2. L4: “autochthonously” instead of “autochthonous” 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P2. L14-15: the authors might want to add the following references: Dutrkiewicz et al. 2015, Pefanis et al. 

2020 

We added relevant references. 

P2. L15: “In relation to the Baltic Sea, a necessary prerequisite ….” 

We think that a lack of riverine CDOM data is not only the case for the Baltic. In this relation we refer to 

Pefanis et al. (2020) who note this problem also for Arctic rivers. 

P2. L19: A rephase is required: "... we discuss the effect of the new development (proposed model 

extension?) on the ... Baltic Sea ... " 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P2. L21: please consider editing of this sentence. 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P3. L7-9: An edit is required for this sentence. As an example: "It utilizes an artificial neural network 

(ANN) first to remove ... and then to estimate ... " 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P3. L11: “gelbstoft” - please use English term :-) 



We substituted gelbstoff by yellow substances. 

P3. L11: "440 nm" (space in between) 

Done 

P3. L12: “measurements from Finland” - please provide a related reference and/or link 

The data used in the calibration have not yet been published, but the method is similar to the one 

described Attila et al. (2013). We also added a reference to the use of the flow-through device (Lindfors 

et al. 2005). 

P3. L15: “… by Koponen et al. (2007) and Attila et al. (2013).” 

Done. 

P3. L20: “The cases…” instead of “Cases” 

Done. 

P5. L2: I would suggest: "as in the study by Neumann et al. "instead of "proposed by" 

We changed the text accordingly. 

P5. L17-18: please provide a supporting reference to the statement. 

A supporting reference has been added. 

P5. Equation 8: please edit the integral part of the equation. 

Due to a typo, KPAR was a factor in front of the integral which have been deleted. However, we think the 

integral itself is correct. It accounts for the depth dependence of the contributing concentrations in the 

model. We changed the manuscript and explain it in the manuscript. 

P6. L16-21: consider combining the corresponding text in one paragraph. 

We merged the paragraphs. 

P7. L7: “0.5 m” and “2 m” instead of “0.5m” and “2m” 

Done. 

P7. L19: CDOM as a product of phytoplankton is neither considered. Right? 

That’s right. In the current version, we consider terrestrial CDOM only since in the Baltic Sea in situ 

produced CDOM is a small fraction of total CDOM. We made this fact more pronounced in the related 

paragraph. 

Part 4: since there is no a discussion part, the best title would be “Results and discussion” (not just 

“Results”) 



The referee is right, we changed the section title. 

P7. L27-28 (second sentence of Part 4): strictly speaking it might also impact the physics, but probably not 

in the current set up… Somehow, it was not clear enough from Parts 2/3 if the authors consider CDOM 

effect on the shortwave radiation penetration (and related physical processes) in general or only as a role 

of CDOM absorption in attenuation of the light available for phytoplankton production/growth. Please 

provide required emphasises. 

We noted the small, and therefore not shown, impact on physics in section “impact on biogeochemistry 

(3.2)”. The small effect is due to the fact that CDOM light absorption was also included in the former 

model version but with the salinity approximation for CDOM. In section “model configuration”, we 

mention now that the estimated short wave absorption feeds into the ocean model as well. 

P7. L28-32: these sentences should belong to the “Method” part. 

We think it fits best here (Sec. Results and discussion), since it describes how we prepared the various 

observational data for comparison with model data. We simply used available observations and think 

that an own section on these data is not useful. 

P9. L4-3: “the correlation is low” – please provide quantitative estimates if possible. 

Done 

P9. L4-5: “correlation improves …” – provide the quantitative estimates (r = ...) 

Done 

P9. L13-20: The text belongs to one (joint) paragraph. 

Done. 

P9. L31-32: might belong to the “Method” 

We think it fits best here. We simply used available observations and think that an own section on these 

data is not useful. 

Part 5 Conclusions: reads rather as “Summary and conclusions” 

The title is changed into “Summary and conclusions”: 

P10. L7: editing is required for “an approach for light absorption” As a suggestion: "...an approach for 

accounting for the light absorption due to ..." Or "...an approach for approximating/considering the light 

absorption due to ..." 

We changed the sentence accordingly. 

P10. L10: “A common approach uses CDOM-salinity relationship for …” Readds too general, please 

rephrase, since not all studies in existence use CDOM-salinity relationships to represent CDOM in models. 



We agree with the referee and changed it into “an often applied …”. 

P12, L5: the authors might want to refer to the study by Dutkiewicz et al. (2015). 

We are grateful for this hint and added the reference. 

Figures 

Figures 2, 4: to improve the quality of the figure please increase the size of the font used. 

We revised the figure. 

Figure 3: increase the size of the figure panels. 

We increased the figure panels. 

Figure 6 caption: "… based on its relation to salinity" instead of "based on salt." 

We changed the caption accordingly. 

 


